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The problem considered is the existence of central limit theor :ms for the sequence of random 
measures{MK}onIWnwhereMK(.)=(NK(.)-ENI;(.))/~K”‘2, and NK is the renormalization of 
apointprocessNon R” definedby j,,, Q(X) dNK(x) = j,” cp(x/K) dN(x).Varionsmixingconditions 
are defined and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of each of the following three 
types of central limit theorem: 
(a) Convergence of &(A) to a normal random variable for specified A C_ R”. 
(b) Convergence of MK ( * ) to a generalised Gaussian random field defined on R”. 
(c) Weak convergence of X, (r,, . . . , t,,) = MK ((0, t,] x * 5 * x (0, t,]) in the Skorokhod topology 
on [0, T]” to the n-dimensional Wiener process. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the major difficulties in the theory of point processes is obtaining an 
explicit expression for P(N(A) = k), where N(A) is the number of points in a given 
set A. For point prczesses on R’, central limit theorems have been proven for 
N(A), as A becomes large (see, for example, [5, 7, 141). 
The purpose of this article is to generalize this concept to include spatially 
homogeneous point processes on D = R”. Various types of mixing conditions are 
defined and discussed in Section 3. T’ne types of central limit theorems (CLT’s) 
which may be proven in the context of point processes are introduced in Section 
4, and their relationships are studied. A survey of known CLT’s is given in Sections 
5 and 6. A new functional CLT is proven in Section 7, and sufficient conditions 
which are easily verified are given for this CLT. 
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2. Basic definitiuns aud results 
Let D = IR”, let B(D) be the Bore1 sets of D, and let Z’ be the non-negative 
integers. Let ;V be the space of non-negative Z’-valued measures N on D, such 
that N(A) < 00 for every bounded A E a(D). Let I be the u-field generated 
by the topology of vague convergence on JK Let C,(D) be the continuous functions 
with compact support on D. A point process is a measurable mapping N from a 
probability space (0, F, P) to (_VY 93(.1V)). 
Denote by G(q) the probability generating functional (PGF) of N, where for 
l-cp~C,(D),Os+l, 
log q(x) dN(x) . 
I 
(2.1) 
Let I_,(q) be the Laplace transform (LT) of N, where for cp E C(D), 0 G q d 1, 





Clearly, G(e-“) = L(q). 
By Moyal [ll], if M,k,(AI x - - - x Ak) denotes the k th order factorial moment 
ofN(A,),..., N(Ak), then if (i(x) = X,+(X), i = 1,. . . , k (XA is the indicator of A), 
1 )I 
. (2.3) 
; .zz , ,+,=...=hk=O 
If C,k,(A, X * . - x Ak) is the kth order factorial cumulant, an analogous relation 
exists between C(k) and ln G. If M[k)( * X * * . x . )(Ckj) is absolutely continuous, 
denote the kth order factorial moment (cumulant) density by pk(xl, . . . , xk) (or 
Qk(x1,. . . , xk)). 
‘Ale note here that a generalised Gaussian random field with independent 
increments has Laplace transform exp C jr, q2(x) dx, where C is a constant. 
Denote by IAl the Lebesgue measure of A E B(D). Let x = (XI,. . . , x,,)E D, 
Y=(YI,.**, Y,)E D, p(~, y)=maxl,is,, Jxi-yil. Let T” =[O, T]x* * * X[O, T]. Let 
C,, be the space of continuous functions on T”, and D,? the Skorokhod function 
space on 7’“. (See, for example, [l] for details on the n-dimensional Skorokhod 
topology.) A block in T” is defined to be a set of the form fly=, (si, ti], 0 s si s ti s T, 
i=l,..., n. Two blocks B = ny=, (s., ti] and C = fly=, (s:, t:] are neighbows if for 
some p E (1,. . . , n}, iJi+p (si, ti] = Hi,, (si, tl]. For each i, 1 d i d n, let 
0 = a”’ <b(i) < n”t <b(i) <. . 
1 1 2 2 -c_a$<b;;=T 
be real numbers. A collection of blocks in T” is said to be strongly separated if it 
is of the form 
I 
ier (a(ki), bi,‘], 1 Q ki S nzi, 1 s i s TV}, 
or if it is a subfamily of such a family of blocks. 
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Let W(f) be the n-dimensional Wiener process on T”. W is characterized by 
(a) PIWfC,l]= 1. 
(b) If B 1,. . . , Bk are pairwise disjoint blocks in T”, then the increments 
W(&), . . . , W(Bk) are independent normal random variables with means 0 and 
variances lB,l, . . . , [Bkl, respectively. If B = fly=, is;, ti], then 
W(B)= 1 ,..., 
P, =O.l 
F gc, 1 (-l)‘~-Z’~W(s,+EItf* -Sl), . . . ,S,, +F,,(c,, -s,,)). 
PI * 
A point process N( .) is spatially homogeneous if 
P(N(A,)= k*, . . .,N(A,)=ki)=P(N(A,+.u)=k,,. . .,N(A,+x)= k,) 
for all A ,, . . , , Ai E a(D), kl, . . . , ki E H’, x ED, Jo Z’. 
All point processes discussed henceforth will be assumed to be spatially 
homogeneous. 
3. Mixing csnditions 
The usual condition imposed on a stochastic process defined on Iw’ in order to 
prove a CLT is a mixing condition-a condition which ensures asymptotic indepen- 
dence of widely separated random variables. In an analogous fashion, if iV is a 
spatially homogeneous point process, mixing conditions may be imposed on iV(,A ) 
anal N(B), where p(A, B) = rninXGA. ,,EB p (x, y) is large. Several possible mixing 
cor..ditions are defined below. 
3.1. Mixing [13] 
Let Tt be the translation operator defined on N by T,N(A) = N(A + t), A E iZ43(0). 
The point process N( *) is said to be mixing if P( U n T,V) + P( U)P( V), U E a (h’), 
V&3(N). 
The following well-known theorem is due to Westcott [ 131. 
Theorem 3.1. If S, is the translation operator defined on C,(D) by S,( f(x)) = fix + [ 1, 
then a spatially homogeneous point process is mixing if and only if G[ f IS,fJ + 
~[f&3f21 as t + % 1 -f1 E Cc(D), 1 -f2E CL(~). 
3.2. Strong mixing 
Suppose N( .) is a spatially homogeneous point process and let A E 93(D). Let 
$5(A) be the o-field generated by the random variables N(A’), A’ C_ A, A’ E %‘tD 1. 
Denote the diameter of A by d(A), where d(A) = sup,. yG.A p(x. y ). 
Define a(r, d) by 
a(r, d) = sup sup IP(U1 n UJ - P( U,)P( UZ$ (3.1) 
P(AI>AIG=~ C’\ES(A,) 
d(AlWd, d(A2)=d U2~S:lA2) 
N( .) is said to be strongly mixirzg if cy (Kr, Kd) + 0 as K + 00. 
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If a(r) exists, where a(r) is defined by 
sup a! (r, d) = Ly (r) (3.2) 
d 
and if LY (r) + 0 as r + CO, then N( - ) is said to be uniformly strongly mixing. 
3.4. q-mixing 
Define (o(r) by 
q(r) = sup sup lP(U21 u+WMl. (3.3) 
p(A,,A2)~r U,E~(AI). L’~E~F~;(A~) 
If q(r)+ 0 as r-, 00, then N( *) is said to be q-mixing. 
It is clear that q-mixing + uniform strong mixing * strong mixing 3 mixing. A 
function such as (Y( - , . ), a( - ) will be re f erred to as a ‘coefficient of mixing’. 
One additional mixing definition was introduced by Brillinger [3]. 
3.5. B-mixing 
Suppose that N is spatially homogeneous, and for every k 2 1, the factorial 
cumulant density Qk ( 0 ) exists and satisfies 
5 I ... jQ,&x ,,..., ~~-,,~~)ldx,“.dx~~~<00. (3.4) 
Dk ’ 
Then N( - ) is said to be B-mixing. 
Suppose that for every E > 0 there is a compact set C E 99(D) for which 
jj 1 IQk(xi ,..., xk)ldxl...dxk-i<e, k=l,2 ,.... 
D’-2 
D-C 
Then B-mixing + mixing. It is sufficient to show that for & E C,(D), & E C,(D), 
log G[(l -s,)S,(l -&)]+log G(l -&)+log G(l-62). (3.5) 
Since sir &E C,(D), there exists to such that if t 3 to, then (1 -&)S,(l - &) = 
(1 -El) -S&Z. By (3.4), it is clear that the following expansion of log G exists for 
c B to. 
log G[(l -&!St(l -&)I = 
= log G[l - 65 + St&)] 
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&(.~k)Qk(dxl, . . . , dXk) 
- *en 
I I 
(2(x1 +t) ’ ’ * [2(X& +f)Qkhh.. . , dxi,) Dk 
X&(xp,j+l)+t) ” ’ ~2(Xp(k)+t)Qk(dXl,. . ,dXk) (3.6) 
where I,,, indicates summation over all combinations of 1, . . . , k into two subsets 
of size j and j - k, respectively. 
Each term in the last summation is bounded above by 
where A = supp &, R = supp &. Let t be large enough such that (B + f j E C’. Then 
I...~~..,IIQk(dx~,,,,,...,dx,,x,)j~ 
A' (B+r)k -’ 
D’-’ Cc E 
s EM, 
w&r-e E is either A or B + t, and M = max ([AI, 1~1). Thus, the last summation in 
(3.6) 12 bsunded above by 
,F2;;i; (;)eM=cM ,c,y 
for t sufficiently large. 
Since E is arbitrary (3.5) has been shown. 
Comments 
(1) Mixing is the simplest condition to verify, as it may be approached through 
the generating functional for a point process. However, it does not appear lo be 
sufficiently strong to prove a central limit theorem. 
(2) Uniform strong mixing is not generally easy to prove for stochastic point 
processes in which particles may mov2 from one location to another, as it is 
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intuitively clear that the larger a set A, the greater the number of particles in A 
at time S, and the greater the probability that one of these particles will have moved 
to some set a distance r from A at time t + s. However, strong mixing is intuitively 
more acceptable, as it allows the coefficient of mixing to depend both on the size 
ef the sets, and their distance apart. 
(3) The objection to uniform strong mixing is true also of cp-mixing, which is 
any even stronger concept. 
(4) B-mixing of course requires existence of all cumulants, which is extremely 
restricting. It will be seen that B-mixing can be weakened considerably in the 
special case of Poisson cluster processes. 
CLT’s have been proven which cal easily be adapted to point processes in the 
case of uniform strong mixing [4] and q-mixing [6]. 
However, these results will not be explored due to the nature of the mixing 
condition imposed. Instead, emphasis will be placed on theorems for processes 
which are strong mixing, or in a special case, processes which have weakened 
B-mixing properties. Although additional moment conditions are imposed on 
the point process, they are more readily satisfied than uniform-type mixing 
requirements. 
4. Types of central limit theowms 
For a spatially homogeneous point process N EJV, define the renormalization 
transformation TK : N + Nk by 
I 
rp(x) dNK(x) = 
D 1 
cp(x/K) dN(x). (4.1) 
D 
(.TK has the effect of putting all the points of N in set KA into the set A.) The 
limiting behaviour as K + 00 of the set function 
(4.2) 
will be considered (C is a constant which will be specified later). It is noted here 
that the mean density of i& (. ) is zero and if the covariance kernel of N( *) is 
T(x, y), then the covariance kernel r~ (x, y i of A& ( *) is given by 
fK(X, y) = (K”/C2)T(Kx, KY). (4.3) 
Three types of central limit theorems will be proven: 
(i) Convergence in distribution of MK (-4) to N(0, IA]), for A E 93 (D), A bounded. 
(ii) Convergence of MK ( - ) to a generalised Gaussian random field with covariance 
fJnctiona1 concentrated on the diagonal (i.e. a Gaussian random field with indepen- 
dent increments). 
(iii) Let XJl!t) = XK(fl, . . . - tn) be defined by 
XK!t;= MK((O, t,]x - - . X (0, t,]) for t E [0, 00)“. (4.4) 
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Then the convergence of X,(t) to the Wrener process W(t) in the n-dimensional 
Skorokhod topology on D,, may be considered. 
(i) is clearly weaker than (ii). (ii) requires convergence of all finite dimensional 
distributions PMK(Al)sjl,... 9MK(Ai)6ji), jl,..., jiEIR, AI,. ..,A;E~(D), 
i=l, 2,..., to the appropriate Gaussian distribution. Although (iii) requires a 
tightness argument which is not needed in (ii), it specifies only weak convergence 
for the joint distributions of (MK (B,), . . . , A4K (El;,)) where the Bi’s are blocks, i = 1, 
. . . , h. In fact (iii) 3 (ii) in some cases. Some relationships among (i), (ii) and (iii) 
are clarified by the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. Let N( - ) be u spatially homogeneous point process and define X, (t) 
as in (4.4). Assume thLlt the rouariance functional I’(x, y ) of N( - ) satisfies 
I T(x,y)dx=C*<m. (4.5) D 
Then if XK (t) converges in the Skorokhod topology on D,, to the Wiener process, for 
each T, it foflows that for any bounded A E .3(D), MK(A) converges in law to a 
N(0, [A[) distribution, where MK( *) is defined in (4.2). 
Proof. First assume that A E 93(D) is bounded and open. Then A = U’;’ Bi for 
some countable collection {Bi};” of disjoint blocks. 
For any bounded CE B(D), denote by M(C) a random variable such that 
M(C) - N(0, ICI). 
By hypothssis it follows that as K + 03, M~(LJ,“B~) 5 M(U~ Bi) for all N. But 
as N+oo, Iw(U~Bi) ~ M(A) and from (4.5) it is easy to see that as N *CO. 
.MK (UPS,) -5 MK (A) uniformly in K. (3 denotes convergence in 
Thus, &&(A) 3 M(A) as K + 00 [2, Theorem 4.21. 
For general bounded sets A E 93(D), the above argument may 
approximating A with open sets. 
probability.) 
be repeated, 
Theorem 4.2. Let N( - ) be a spatially homogeneous point process and define XK(t) 
as in (4.4). Assume that the covariance functional T(x, y) of N(p) xtisfies (4.5). 
Then if Xh (t) converges in the Skorokhod topology on D,, to the Wiener process for 
each T, it folb~ws thal I4K( .) converges to a generalised Gaussian random field with 
independent irxremen ts. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, it follows that if A E B(D), A bounded, then 
MK (A) -% M(A), where M(A) -N(O, IA/). It remains to be prc-den that for 
Bl, * * -, B~E~I(D),B; bounded, i=l,. . . ,j, BinBj=0, i#j, 
mkf~l), - * - 7 MK(Bj)) ’ (M(Bl), - * * , MB;)L 
where M(B1), . . . , M(Bj) are independent normal random variables. This statement 
is proven using techniques similar o those used to prove Theorem 4.1. The sets 
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{&I{ may be approximated by disjoint sets {Ai}\, each of which is a finite union of 
disjoint blocks. 
Theorem 4.3. Lp?t iV( - ) be a spatially homogeneous point process whose covariance 
functional satisfies (4.5), and define Mn( *) as in (4.2). Then if for any bounded 
A E S?(D), MK(A) r* N( 0, IAl) and if N( - ) is strongly mixing, as K + 30, Mk ( * ) 
converges in law to a generalised Gaussian random field with covariance kernel 
equal to the Dirac &function. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if A,, . . . , Ai E B(D), Ai is bounded, i = 1, . , . , j, 
AjnAh=O,i#h,then 
(MK(A.l), . . . 9 MKtAj))’ (M(AI), - * - 7 M(Aj)) 
where M(Al), . . . , M(Aj) are independent normal random variables. If this can be 
proven when Al, . . . , Aj are disjoint blocks, the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that 
the desired result follows. 
Therefore, assume that A 1, . . . , At are disjoint blocks. Let (Alp, . . . 9 Ai,) be 
blocks such th:at Ai, c Ai, [Ai -AipI < I/p, p = 1, 2, . . . , a(Aip, Ahp) > 0, i, h = 
1 , . . . , j, i # h. Let rP = mini+h p(Aip, Ah*). Let d = d(U:=, Ai). Then by induction 
it Follows easily that for Hi E S(R), i = 1, . . . , j, 
IP(MK(A,,)EHI,. . .,MK(A~P)EH~)-P(MK(AI~)E~H,)...P(MK(A~~)EN,)]~ 
-C jLy(KrP, .Kd). 
Therefore, sincz Ly (KrP, Kd) + 0 as K --, m, and A4K (A,,) 5 M(A,,) where M(Ai,) - 
N(0, I/.&, then 
(W&%p)-. . . - 7 MK CA,)) f (MtAlp), - - * 9 Mr(Ajp)I), 
where M(A,,), . . . , M(Am) are independent normal random variables. It is also 
easily seen that as p + 00, 
(M(Al,), . . - 9 M(AjpN 5 fM(A,), - * - 3 M(Ap)) 
where M(A,), . . . , M(A,) are the appropriate independent normal random 
variables. 
In addition, (MK(AIp), . . .,MK(Aip))~(~j~(Ar),...,MK(Aj)i as P+m, 
uniformly in kc, since 
“{Mk(Ai-Aip))E} 
l-(x, y) dx dy G+- 
E P’ 
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Therefore, by Biliingsley [2, Theorem 4.21, 
53 
M&h), . . . , MK (A,)) * (M(Aljv - - - 9 M(Aj)), 
where M(A1j, . . . , M(Ai) are independent and normally distributed. 
5. A central limit theorem for l&(A) 
The theorem in this section is due to Bulinskii and Zhurbenko [4,]. It is rephrased 
in thle terminology of point processes. 
The theorem uses stronger versions of the concepts of strong mixing and uniform 
strong mixing. 
Theorem 5.1[4, Theorems 3 and 41. Let N be a. spatially homogeneous point process 
on D, and let A E 9? (5)). Assume that 
(ij If r(x, y) is the covariance density function of N( - j, then SD T(x, yj dx < 00. 
Let SD r(x, yj dx = C2. 
(ii) For some S >O, then for every bounded set A E B)(D) E((N(A)- 
E(N(Ajj)2*s) < C(A), for some finite constant C(A). 
(iii) A E S(D), A is bounded, and \aAI = 0, where aA is the boundary of A. 
Then if either 
( jj a (I; dj Q cd”/F@ where E > 2n/S, w < (&Y/(1 + Sjj(e/n -.2/S!, c is a constant 
for d suficiently large ; or 
(jj) a!(r) = O(r-tn+E’j for E >2n/S 
is true, it follows that MK(A) z N’(0, IAI) us K + m. 
Proof. It is trivial to verify that these conditions satisfy the conditions of Bulinskii 
and Zhurbenko’s Theorems 3 and 4. 
Comment 
Although condition (j) is preferable to condition (jj) in the sense that it uses the 
concept of (non-uniform) strong mixing, the actual inequality can be difficult to 
verify in general. The rate of convergence of a(Kr, Kdj to 0 is quite fast if S is 
small and/or n is large. 
Corollary 5.2. Given the conditions of Theorem 5.1, MK (A) z N(O, IAI) for any 
bounded A E B(D). 
. It was assumed that ]aA/ = 8 in Theorem 5.1. In particular, the theorem is 
true for any bounded block in D. 
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By the proof to Theorem 4.3, since N is strongly mixing, 
3 
UK@,), . . *, MK(&)) - (MtAl), . . . , MA;)) 
where AI, . . . , Ai are disjoint blocks and AI(A . . , M(A,) are independent and 
M(Ai) -N(O, ).,4,)), i = 1, . h , , j. By an argument identical to that used to prove 
Theorem 4.1, t’his condition is sufficient to prove the corollary. 
A second corollary to Theorem 5.1 will be included in the next section. 
6. Convergence of MK to a Gagssian random field 
Making use of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 5.2, the following corollary to Theorem 
5.1 is immediate. 
Corollary 6.1. Given the conditions of Theorem 5.1, MK ( a) converges in law to a 
generalized Gaussian random field with covuriunce kernel T(x, y) = S(x - y) (S( *) 
is the Diruc S-function). 
The corollary is proven by directly examining the behaviour of the joint distribu- 
tions (A4K (A I), . . . , MK(Ai)) as M + CO. 
The convergence of MK ( * ) to a Gaussian random field may also be investigated 
through the corresponding sequence of Laplace transforms (Lk ( - )). In addition, if 
ordinary cumulant kernels CF (xl,. . . , xi) of order i, i = 0, 1,2,. . . , exist for each 
MK(‘), then it is sufficient that Cr(xi,, . . , xi)+0 as K+oc for all iz3, and that 
WXI, xz)+~(xr -x2). In particular, the following li,mit theorem holds if a point 
process N( - 1 is B-mixing. 
Theorem 6.2 [8, Corollary 3.11. Let N( *) be a B-mixing point process. Let MK(* ) 
be us in (4.2), with C = [j, Qz( y, 0) dy + Ql(O)]“‘. Then MK(~) converges in law to 
u generulised Gaussian random fiel(d, with covuriunce kernel 8(x - y ). 
In the special case in which N( .) is a spatially homogeneous Poisson cluster 
process, much weaker conditions on the cumulant densities are required, due to 
the well-known form of the PGF: 
(6.1) 
Here A dx is the intensity measure of th:e cluster centre process, and G(cp 1 x) is the 
PGF of the cluster whose centre is at x, 
ewe .3. Let N( *) be a spatially homogeneous Poisson cluster process whose 
cluster point process with cluster centre at x has the first three factorial moment density 
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functions Pl(x, y), P2(x, Y 1, Yz), and p3(x, Y I, y2, Y3) which satisfy 
I 
P,(x, y) dx = Cl < 00, 
D 
<JJ J’2b, ~1, ~2) dx dy, = C2<% DD (6.2) 
IJ J J .P~x,YI,Y~, y3)dx dyl dyz=C3<m. DDD 
Then if Mk is defined as in (4.2) wtth C = (h(Cl+ C2))“2, Mn( a) converges in law 
to a generalised Gaussian random field with covariance functional T(x, y) = 8(x - y). 
Proof. The details of the proof are exactly as in [9, Theorem 3.31. 
It is useful to interpret the meaning of the conditions in (6.2) heuristically. 
Suppose that Pr(x, y) = Pr( y, x). Then jD Pr(x, y) dx = C1 implies that each cluster 
occupies a bounded set in D with probability one. Thus, clusters with centres far 
apart are likely to be almost independent. 
jD jD P~(x, yr, y2) dx dyr = C2 implies that the renormalized covariance densities 
converge to a S-function. jD jD jD P3(x, yl, ye, y3) dx dyr dy2 = C, ensures uniform 
integrability of the second moments of Mk(A) for bounded A E 93(D), which is 
sufficient for convergence of the covariance measures. 
7. Functional central limit theorems 
Theorem 7.1. Assume that N( a) is a spatially homogeneous point process with the 
following properties. 
(i) N( -) has covuriance kernel T(x, y) = T(x - y, 0) such that 
I 
r(x, 0) dx = g2 < 00. 
D 
(ii) For A E LB(D) A bounded, /A( > 1, there exist constants C’ < Co and S > 0 
such that 
E((N(A) - E(N(A))\‘+‘) d (C’o ‘]Aj)‘+“2. 
(iii) For any two neighboring blocks .& and F there exists /3 > 1 such that 
P[min(lN(B) --E@/(B)& IN(F) - E(N (F))]) 3 A] s A -*‘(~JB u F))’ 
for all h > 0, where y is a constant. 
(iv) N( *) is strongly mixing. 
Then if Xn(tl,. . . , t,) is defined as in (4.4) with C = u for 0 6 ti d T, i = 1, . . . , n, 
it follows that as K + 00, .Yk (t) + (t), the n-dimensional Wiener process, weakly 
in the Skorokhod topology on D,(t T (tl, . . . , 6,)). 
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Proof. By [6, Lemma 2] it is sufficient to show that XK ( + ) conveiTges weakly in the 
Skorokhod topology to a stocha.stic process W which has the following properties. 
(a) E( W(f)) = 0, E( W2(f)) = tl x. - - X t,, t = (t,, s . . , t,,) E T”. 
(b) W has continuous sample paths. 
(c) Increments of W around any collection of strongly separated blocks in T” 
are independent random variables. 
Note that for a block B c T” 
XK(S) = 
w,(B’j--E(NK(g)j=~(KIS)-E(N(KB)j 
ITKn12 aK n/2 
(7.1) 
where, if B = 11: (si, ti]? then KB = fly (KSi, Kf;]. From (iii), it follows that for 
neighboring blocks B and 6; 
P[min(lXK (B)J, IXK (F)J) a A] d (~c~K”‘~)-~~(~K”JZ? u FJ)@ 
= h -2D(y/U2 IB ” d”l)? 
By [l, Theorem 31 the sequence (XK} is tight. It should be noted that Bickel and 
Wichura assume that XK ( - ) vanishes along the lower boundary of T” : 
u [O, T]xm * * x[O, T]x{O}x[O, T]X’ - *x[O, T] 
15pcn 
({0} is in the pth position). But by (ii), PIN(A) = 0) = 1 if IAl = 0, so a version of 
XK exists which is 0 along the lower boundary. 
Suppose X is the limit in distribution of a subsequence. It remains t.o be shown 
that X must be distributed as W. X must be continuous with probability one, since 
X,( * 1 has jumps of at most size (c%“‘?~)-‘. This is due to the fact that (i) implies 
that IV( *) has no multiple points. 
From (7.1) and property (ii it is easily seen that E(XK(i)) = 0 and Var XK(f) + 
tl ’ ’ ’ t,, t = (ll, . . . , I,). By property (ii), for K large enough, 
E(IXK(tj12+“)a ,,,,‘,,!,I, (C’02K”t1 * *- t”)1+*‘2 
and so {Xi(t)} is uniformly integrable. This implies that E(X(t)) = 0 and 
Var(X(t)) = tl - - * f,. 
Finally let B1, . . . , B, c T” be strongly separated blocks and let r = 
mlnl,i#js, P(Bi, Bj). Because Br, . . . , B, are strongly separated, r > 0. Let d = 
d (LJZ 1 Bi). It follows trivially that p(K& KBi) 2 Kr for i # i. Also, if I c { 1, . . . , m}, 
d(UiGIKBjj z: Kd. Thus, for all K, and i #j, by the strong mixing condition it 
follows that if H1, . . . , H, are arbitrary linear Bore1 sets, if i # +i 
(XK (Bi) E Hi)] s a (Kr, Kd). 
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By induction; it is easily seen that 
IP(XK(&)E&, *. .,~~(B,)EH,)-P(XK(B,)EH,)...P(XK(B,)EH,,)/a 
Smmcw(Kr,Kd)+O asK+a. 
Thus, X must have independent increments. 
Thus, every subsequence {Xx} of {XK} has a further subsequence {XL} which 
converges weakly to the Wiener process W( 0 ) on T”. It follows that XK 3 IV. 
Corollary 7.2. Let N( * ) be a strongly mixing spatially homogeneous point process. 
Assume that the first four factorial cum&ant density functions Qi(x,, . . . , xi), i = 
1,2,3,4 exist, and satisfy the Brillinger-type mixing condition (3.4). If, in addition, 
and fj E L”(D) .for i = 2, 3,4, then for arbitrary T, 
XK(fl, * ” * , t,,) -2 W(t*, . . . , 6,) 
in the Skorokhod topology on D,,, where XK is defined bv (4.4). 
Proof. Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 7.1 will be verified. Let 
c; = IQi(xl, * -- 3 xi_l,xi)ldxt ,..., dx;-~,, i=l,2,3,4. 
Ad (i): r(x, y) = QAx, y)+S(x -y)Ql(y). Thus 
I 
T(x, 0) dx = Qz(x, 0) dx + C1 = g* < co for some u’. 
D I D 
Ad (ii): Let 6 = 2. Then 
E(INW-E NM))14) = 
= 1 Q4(x,, x2, x3, xq:l dx, dxz dx3 dx,, A” 
+6 
I 
QJxI, x2, x3) dx, d.rz dx3 
A3 
+7 IA* 02(x1, ~2) dxl dxz+ j- Q1(.u) dx 
A 
+3 Qz(x,r ~2) dxl dx2 i- r Q,(x)dx]* J 
A 
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Ad (iii): This is implied by the moment condition 
E(IN(B)-HN(B))12 lN(F)-E(N(F))12)~~(B)Cc(F), (7.2) 
where w ( - ) = yl-1 (y is some constant), and B and F are neighbouring blocks: 
mw) -mw))12 IW? -mw)12) = 
= JLH 04(x1, x2, x3, x4) dxl dx2 dx3 dx4 BBFF 
+ Q3b,, ~2, ~3) dx, dX2 dX3 
+ III Q3h x2, x3) dxl dx2 dx3 + II Q2b1, x2) dxl dx2 BFF B F 
+ [I J Q2(x,, x2) dxl dx2 + BB J QdWl] B 
X 





Q2(x1, x2) dlxl dx2 . 
BF 1 
However, since 
is in L”(D), then if Mi = Ilfillmo, it follows that 
This proves (7.2), with y = (A44 +2M3 +M2 4 (c2 + Cd* + 2CS )1’2a 
~o~o~~a~ 7.3. Let N( . ) be a qlatially ,homogeneous Poisson cluster process whose 
cluster process with cluster cerztre at x has factorial moment density functions 
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PjCX, Yl, * * - 9 yi) up to order 4 for all x E R”. Suppose that Pi(x, y I, . . . , yi) satisfies 
P~(x, ~1, . a -3 yj) dx dyl * * . dYi-2 = 
=gj(yi_l), gjELa(Dl, j=2,3,4; (7.3) 
J JJ . 0 . P~(x, yl, - - - 3 Yj) dx dyl * . .dyi_l=Ci<m, j=l,2,3,4. 
Di-1 D 
(7.4) 
Then, if XK(tl,. . ‘ 1 is defined by (4.4) for 0~ ti Q T, i = 1, . . . , n, it foClows that *, ‘nJ 
in the Skorokhod topology on D,. 
Proof. (7.3) gives the L” condition for the functions fi, i = 2, 3, 4, defined in 
Corollary 7.2. (7.4) implies the Brillinger-type mixing condition for Qi, i = I, 2, 3, 
4, because of the relationship (6.1). The asymptotic independence of X,(B) and 
XK (F) for nonintersecting blocks B and F follows immediately from Theorem 6.1. 
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